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What meaning has a life when a man
would wake early into the morning
working till late night with nothing to show
for it? What is the meaning of working like
an elephant, whilst chopping like ant?
What is the meaning of near-success
syndrome that is the hallmark of some
lives? I fail to understand. Surely, I never
believed that life could be so ridiculed; I
never agreed that mans superlative efforts
could yield nothingness in result. I found
no reason to explain away such a state of
helplessness, until somehow I became a
victim. But God was there to comfort my
soul. He turned my tears to inspirational
rainbow pieces that represent this book of
motivational poems. These works are
products of deep inspiration in times of
helplessness and hopelessness; they are
products of experience of many years of
wandering in the desert. The whole truth
can be easily appreciated when viewed
from the background of the fact that I am
not schooled in the area of poetry, or even
the arts. In any case, I still believe that
having passed through harsh times for
years, and having read countless
inspirational works, and having had contact
with many inspirational speakers, I
naturally stand in a good position to inspire
others to greatness: more so when the lord
has since lifted me to greater heights, and
has continually blessed me. The works in
this book are not different, in effect, from
the Psalms of the Holy Bible, and other
similar inspirational verses that serve to
revive our souls in times of depression:
lifting us up from doldrums to stardom!
The expression contained in the works
serve good materials for SMS to encourage
friends as they daily battle with activities
of this life. The whole thing presents a
proper arrangement to give the desired
effect: the book harps on the importance of
the following (in the whole success
process): learning, vision, courage,
wisdom, hard work, faith, prayer and the
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belief in yourself to succeed. It is all about
poeticizing positive thoughts, its all about
transforming subjects on morality into
poetry. Those who would like to move
higher in life should consider helping
others get to some levels equally. The
poems are arranged, taking these key areas
in mind. The pieces of advice from learned
individuals have also been considered in
the making of this masterpiece. Surely, this
book makes a wonderful possession.
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(2016, Since those who rule in the city do so because they own a lot, I suppose theyre Like cattle, always looking
downward with their heads bent toward the ground and Until philosophers are kings, or the kings and princes of this
world have the spirit .. about Plato : Did Plato write Only the dead have seen the end of war? John Stuart Mill Wikiquote The TARDIS is a fictional time machine and spacecraft that appears in the British science fiction .. It
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